Abstract-The mechanical load imposed by the systemic circulation to the left ventricle is an important determinant of normal and abnormal cardiovascular function. Left ventricular afterload is determined by complex time-varying phenomena, which affect pressure and flow patterns generated by the pumping ventricle. Left ventricular afterload is best described in terms of pressure-flow relations, allowing for quantification of various components of load using simplified biomechanical models of the circulation, with great potential for mechanistic understanding of the role of central hemodynamics in cardiovascular disease and the effects of therapeutic interventions. In the second part of this tutorial, we review analytic methods used to characterize left ventricular afterload, including analyses of central arterial pressure-flow relations and windkessel modeling (pressure-volume relations). Conceptual descriptions of various models and methods are emphasized over mathematical ones. Our review is aimed at helping researchers and clinicians obtain and interpret results from analyses of left ventricular afterload in clinical and epidemiological settings. (Hypertension. 2010;56:563-570.)
T he mechanical load imposed by the systemic circulation to the left ventricle (LV) is an important determinant of normal and abnormal cardiovascular function. With the availability of noninvasive methods to accurately measure central pressure and flow, as well as computational tools for their analysis, there is great potential for their application in order to gain further mechanistic understanding of the role of central hemodynamics in cardiovascular disease. In the first part of this tutorial, we reviewed noninvasive methods to measure aortic pressure and flow, introduced basic concepts of analyses of pressure/flow relations in the time and frequency domains based on simple models of wave conduction and reflection, and briefly discussed wave reflections in the arterial tree. In this article, we review modeling of the arterial system as a windkessel, techniques for analyses of human arterial pressure-flow relations and considerations for interpreting hemodynamic indices in the context of research studies and individual hemodynamic assessments.
The Arterial Windkessel
In addition to considering the arterial tree as a system of tubes with wave travel and reflection (or as a transmission line network), one might address it in terms of "windkessel" model components. Frank proposed the original windkessel model as a resistance and compliance (C) pair (2-element windkessel), meant to represent small vessel resistance and large artery compliance, respectively. 1 In the arterial system, total resistance to flow originates predominantly from small arteries, whereas most of the summed compliance is provided by large arteries. This is not a perfect distinction, because large arteries impose some resistance and smaller vessels provide some compliance, whereas the model only measures total compliance ("total arterial compliance" [TAC] ) and resistance ("total peripheral resistance") of the system. Compliance is the ratio between a volume change over the resulting pressure change in the system. Compliance is not equal to the ratio of stroke volume/pulse pressure, because in the arterial system, there is constant loss of volume as blood flows into the venous system. Diastole is the only time of the cycle when inflow and outflow do not occur simultaneously (inflow to the system stops with aortic valve closure) allowing volume loss to be studied in isolation. Typically, late diastole is studied to minimize the effects of wave reflections on the pressure wave. The basis of the 2-element windkessel model is that the characteristic pressure decay time during diastole is proportional to the product of resistance (R) and compliance (C). The model can be described by an exponential equation in which pressure at any given time after the initiation of diastole, P dia (t), is a function of pressure in end systole (or beginning of diastole, P es ) and the product of resistance and compliance: P dia (t)ϭP es /e
Ϫt/RC
In simple terms, this formula means that if diastolic pressure values are log transformed, pressure decay over time tends to be linearized, and the slope of this decay is proportional to the product of resistance and compliance. R can be calculated as (mean aortic pressureϪmean venous pressure)/cardiac output. Venous pressure is typically neglected but should be considered in situations in which it is increased, such as heart failure. If end-systolic pressure and R are known, C can be calculated from time-resolved late diastolic pressure values. When the model is used to predict pressure waveforms based on measured flow, roughly triangular pressure waveforms are obtained, with a slow upstroke and an exponential decay in diastole. The model thus fails to explain the rapid early upstroke and the secondary peaks that occur in human pressure waveforms. It is said that the 2-element windkessel model describes the low-frequency behavior of the arterial tree (aspects related to the lower harmonics). As such, it largely accounts for the amplitude of the pressure wave, in addition to its exponential diastolic decay. 1 However, the 2-element windkessel model assumes a zero critical closing pressure (although it has been shown experimentally that the pressure at which blood flow stops is non-zero) and a constant value for C, independent of operating pressure (although C depends on pressure in a nonlinear fashion). The simple model formulations presented above can be extended to account for these issues, as discussed in detail elsewhere. 2, 3 The 2-element windkessel model can also be extended with additional components to better mimic the behavior of the arterial tree. The 3-element windkessel model is such an extended model, in which the third element is characteristic impedance (Zc). This model, originally proposed by Westerhof et al, 1 can be considered "the standard" windkessel model for the systemic circulation. Additional extended models have been suggested (an interesting model being a 4-element windkessel, taking into account inertial effects of blood acceleration and deceleration). 4 A detailed discussion on these models is beyond the scope of this article, but it should be noted that, regardless of the specific method used, windkessel modeling should rely on measured volume flow (and stroke volume) rather than assumed or estimated values. Although extended windkessel models address some of the problems mentioned above and predict more realistic pressure waveforms, it is important to remember that, as lumped 1-compartment models, they still do not account for wave transmission and reflections in arterial system. This assumption of instantaneous propagation of energy within the system ("infinite pulse wave velocity" [PWV]) remains their most important limitation, because transmission delays do occur in the arterial system. Despite these limitations, the arterial windkessel represents a useful and intuitive approach to understanding LV afterload in mid-to-late systole and explains, to a large degree, the factors that determine the arterial pressure waveform. Nevertheless, parameters derived from windkessel models should be interpreted in the context of true arterial physiology. It should be noted that pulsatile load in early systole depends on Zc rather than the total compliance of the arterial system. However, because afterload is usually evaluated in steady state, small vessel function (systemic vascular resistance [SVR] ) and TAC do affect early systolic load indirectly, because they determine, through their effect on mean and diastolic pressure, respectively, the operating point at which the aortic valve opens, initiating pulsatile flow into the proximal aorta. Because wall stiffness and diameter are dependent on operating pressure, Zc (and, therefore, early systolic pulsatile load) is affected by these operating conditions.
More recently, a "hybrid" model has been proposed in which the pressure waveform is seen as the superposition of reservoir (windkessel) pressure and additional or "excess" pressure, which is attributed to wave travel and reflection. 2 This model reconciles windkessel and wave propagation views and suggests that the largest contribution to arterial pressure is provided by the reservoir component, rather than wave travel and reflection. 2, 5 This model may be seen as a time-domain representation of the 3-element windkessel model, 1 and, although appealing, it is our feeling that further understanding of the model and its intrinsic assumptions is needed before it can be widely applied in clinical and epidemiological research. What is undisputed is that forward wave transmission, wave reflections, and backward wave transmission introduce a finite delay during which the distal arterial system cannot exert any direct effects on (early) ventricular systolic load.
Pressure-Flow Analyses in the Time Domain
Principles described thus far can be applied to quantify various components of LV afterload in humans. Because wave reflections are absent in early systole, early systolic pressure and flow can be interpreted according to the simplest model presented in part 1 of this tutorial (model 1). During this period of time, the early systolic change in pressure can be divided by the early systolic change in flow to compute Zc (Figure 1 A) . The time point at which flow reaches 95% of its peak value ( Figure 1A ) can be used to reproducibly compute this ratio. 6 Alternatively, the slope of the early systolic pressure-flow relation in pressure-flow loops (with flow on the horizontal and pressure on the vertical axis), represents proximal aortic Zc ( Figure 1B) .
Wave reflections typically arrive at the proximal aorta in mid-to-late systole, with superimposition of reflected and incident waves. At any given time, it can be assumed that measured pressure equals the sum of forward and backward pressure and measured flow equals the sum of forward and backward flow (backward flow having a negative sign). At their arrival, wave reflections distort the relationship between pressure and flow waveforms (by increasing pressure and decreasing flow). If the slope of the pressure-flow relationship in the absence of wave reflections (ie, Zc) is known, pressure and flow waves can be quantitatively related to each other, and differences in their waveforms can be used to "decompose" the pressure signal into its forward (Pf) and reflected (backward, Pb) components. This procedure is commonly called wave separation analysis and can be mathematically described as follows:
In principle, the formulas above should be applied for each individual harmonic, after which all forward pressure harmonics are added to form the total forward pressure wave and all backward harmonics are added to form the total backward pressure wave. In practice, however, little difference is found when simply applying these formulas to the parent pressure and flow signals.
In essence, this method is no different than "scaling" the pressure and flow waveforms to match their early systolic points (before arrival of the reflected wave) to quantify the difference in their shapes later in systole, which is attributed to wave reflections, as represented in Figure 2A (gray area). Once Pf and Pb at each time point are known, forward and reflected pressure waves can plotted ( Figure 2B ). The ratio of their amplitudes is the reflection magnitude: reflection magnitudeϭPb amplitude/Pf amplitude Pressure and flow can also be used to assess TAC through various methods. Time-resolved late diastolic pressure can be used to compute C from end-systolic pressure and SVR as detailed above (2-element windkessel). We favor the pulse pressure method, 7, 8 which is based on maximizing the fit between measured pulse pressure and pulse pressure predicted by the 2-element windkessel model using measured aortic flow as input. The use of the 2-element windkessel model is justified because pulse pressure is largely determined by the lower harmonics, where the 2-element windkessel model performs adequately. 1 In fact, it has been shown that the use of the 3-element windkessel model tends to overestimate TAC. 7 Another acceptable method is the area method, 3 which uses pressure-time integrals in systole and diastole to minimize the effects of high-frequency noise. 8 Finally, 3-or 4-element windkessel models can be used with measured pressure as input to estimate model parameters by maximizing the fit of predicted to measured flow or vice versa (using flow as input to maximize the fit of predicted to measured pressure). For more details regarding methods to estimate TAC, the reader is referred to an excellent review by Westerhof et al. 1 
Pressure-Flow Analyses in the Frequency Domain
For analyses in the frequency domain, pressure and flow waveforms are decomposed into their first Ϸ10 harmonics as discussed earlier. For each pressure-flow harmonic pair, impedance modulus is calculated as pressure modulus/flow modulus and impedance phase is computed as pressure phase minus flow phase. The resulting aortic input impedance is, therefore, a spectrum across various frequencies, with modulus and phase ( Figure 3 ). Figure 2 . Wave separation analysis. Once Zc is known, pressure and flow waves can be quantitatively "scaled" in the vertical axis (A), allowing for identification of the difference in their wave forms (gray area), which is assumed to be the result of wave reflections. Pressure can be separated into forward and backward pressure (Pf and Pb), and the amplitude ratio of Pb/Pf (reflection magnitude) can be computed (B).
The modulus of input impedance at 0 frequency is SVR. The effect of TAC is prominent at the fundamental frequency and the first few harmonics of input impedance, but disappears at high frequencies. For these lower harmonics, phase angle is negative, meaning that, at these frequencies, flow leads pressure (ie, flow peaks before pressure does), which is indicative of compliance in the system (a positive-phase angle indicates that flow lags behind pressure, indicating inertial effects). At higher frequencies, effects of inertia and compliance are balanced and combine into a resistive-like behavior, characterized by a plateau modulus value and a phase that approaches 0. The average modulus at high frequencies is aortic Zc. Random oscillations in impedance moduli about Zc are attributable to wave reflections. The first minimum of impedance modulus and first 0 crossing of phase represent the frequency at which the distance to the effective reflecting site corresponds to one quarter of the wavelength, as illustrated in part 1 of this tutorial. For example, Figure 3 shows data from a 32-year-old subject whose PWV is Ϸ5 m/s; first impedance minimum and 0 crossing occur at Ϸ2.5 Hz. Because PWV is 5 m/s, wavelength at 2.5 Hz is 2 m (5.0/2.5), indicating a "functional" reflecting site located Ϸ0.5 meters away from the heart. However, this is purely a functional concept rather than a true anatomic reflection site. The presence of a functionally discrete reflection site appears to be determined by complex factors related to multiple scattered terminations, including the spatial dispersion of individual reflecting sites. 9
Considerations for the Interpretation of Afterload Indices in Clinical Research
Various indices of afterload have relatively well-defined anatomic correlates (Table and Figure 4) . Most of the resistance imposed by the systemic vasculature (SVR) is thought to result from the summed resistance of small arteries and arterioles (prearteriolar vessels with diameter Ͻ500 m). 10 Although the resistance of individual vessels is highly dependent on vessel radius (fourth power), the resistance of vascular beds depends on the arrangement of individual vessels. For vessels arranged in series, total resistance is the sum of the resistance of individual vessels. SVR can, therefore, be seen as the added resistance of large, medium, and small arteries, arterioles, capillaries, venules and veins. However, for vessels arranged in parallel, the reciprocal of their total resistance is the sum of the reciprocals of individual resistances and is always smaller than the resistance of any individual vessel. In the arterial system, vessels become progressively smaller from proximal to distal sections, which increases resistance to flow. 10 However, the number of vessels in parallel also increases, which tends to decrease overall resistance. Total resistance of individual arterial sections, therefore, partially depends on whether the number of vessels added in parallel (total cross-sectional area) can compensate for the high resistance of individual vessels with small radii. For arterioles, the effect of individual vessel radii appears to predominate over the opposing effect of total cross-sectional area, such that overall arteriolar resistance is high. In capillaries, the large total cross-sectional area is thought to predominate over the effects of individual vessel radii, resulting in a smaller overall resistance. However, it should be noted that the 3D arrangement of the microvasculature is complex, that the true location of resistance vessels in humans has not been determined with certainty, and that it may be vary in different vascular beds. 11 As reviewed above, pulsatile load is not expressed as a single parameter but summarized using various indices derived from modeling the interaction between flow generated by the LV and the proximal aorta (Zc), arterial wave conduction and reflection (reflection magnitude and reflected wave arrival timing), and pressure-volume relations of the entire arterial tree (TAC). The Table and Figure 4 attempt to summarize anatomic and functional correlates of these indices and their effects on aortic pressure and flow, although it is useful to remember that the use of simplified mathematical models that quantify individual parameters is simply an attempt to understand complex phenomena that, in reality, are not isolated but closely interrelated. Individual parameters meant to reflect discrete functional characteristics of the arterial system may overlap with each other because of model assumptions that do not hold, true functional relationships, error measurement, or covariance because of confounding factors.
It must be recognized that different arterial indices often depend on overlapping structural and functional characteristics. For instance, although TAC is generally thought to reflect large arterial properties, medium sized and even small vessels (which are primarily responsible for the resistive component of the model) also contribute to TAC. Such overlapping characteristics should be considered when interpreting results from research studies. For example, it is possible that divergent changes in regional compliance of the aorta and smaller arteries may antagonize each other's effect on TAC. In addition, variations in stiffness, size, and relative PWV is proportional to the square root of wall stiffness and the square root of vessel diameter; distance to reflection sites is linearly proportional to vessel length proximal to the reflection sites
The reflected wave appears as a discrete wave but is the resultant of many scattered reflections; a discrete functional reflection site can be identified using pressure-flow analyses, but this does not correspond with a discrete anatomic site; the reflected wave is sustained over time rather than an instantaneous phenomenon; therefore, when different landmarks of wave reflection are used to mark its onset, different results may be obtained
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wall geometry (vessel lumen radius versus wall thickness and vessel length versus radius) may have complex 12 effects on individual functional parameters and their statistical interplay in analyses aimed at isolating individual indices. This should be kept in mind when several indices of large artery function (eg, Zc, aortic PWV, and/or TAC) are analyzed simultaneously in regression models. In addition, statistical overlap between measured parameters may occur because their measurement errors are intrinsically related, because various indices are quantified from the same measured pressure and flow signals. This should be considered when interpreting results of multivariate linear regression, a statistical technique that does not account for correlated error. It should also be remembered that arteries become stiffer with increasing operating pressure, and, therefore, SVR may affect pulsatile load through its effects on mean (operating) pressure around which pulsatile phenomena occur. Although adjustment for mean arterial pressure is necessary when functional measurements (eg, PWV) are analyzed to assess intrinsic wall stiffness, it should be noted that the LV senses only operating load and not arterial material properties, per se. Finally, the effect of confounders needs to be carefully eliminated. In this regard, the importance of body size cannot be overemphasized. Because cardiac output (flow) needs to increase in proportion with body size, whereas tissue perfusion pressure does not, arterial load (expressed in terms of pressure and flow) is heavily dependent on body size even in perfectly healthy adults. Adequate scaling for body size is necessary to interpret individual measurements and findings from populations. It is important to recognize that the relationship between measures of body size and arterial load may be nonlinear, making ratio-indexation or adjustment for body size in linear regression models inappropriate. One approach to solve this problem is allometric normalization using exponential powers that linearize the relationship between arterial load indices and body size measurements. With this approach, the arterial variable can be divided by the body size variable raised to an appropriate allometric exponent, therefore eliminating its normal or "expected" relationship with body size. Most indices of arterial load relate nonlinearly to body height and weight and approximately linearly to body surface area (BSA). Therefore, indexation for body surface area (Table) represents a practical approach, although the method of indexation for body size should be tailored to the specific research questions. 13 The main advantage of normalizing load for body size is that it allows for relating absolute measurements from an individual to normative data and for comparing different individuals or groups of individuals with different body size. Accounting for the normal expected relationship between body size and arterial functional variables also allows for the assessment of obesity-related abnormalities in arterial load. 13 
Resting Versus Provoked Load
Most studies have assessed LV afterload in the resting, wakeful, relaxed state, whereas daily life deviates from these experimental conditions. Therefore, laboratory provocation maneuvers may provide useful information. Aerobic exercise is normally associated with a decrease in SVR; an increase in heart rate, stroke volume, cardiac output, and mean arterial pressure; decreased reflection magnitude with earlier arrival of the reflected wave; and decreased pressure augmentation from wave reflections, without changes in Zc. 14, 15 In contrast, isometric exercise is associated with an increased heart rate, unchanged or decreased stroke volume with no or little increase in cardiac output, increased SVR, increased mean arterial pressure, increased reflection magnitude with earlier wave reflections, increased Zc, and a marked decreased in TAC 16 ; changes in pulsatile hemodynamics during isometric exercise are not apparent from pulse pressure measurements. Although these are average responses, great interindividual variability in these responses exists. Limited data suggest that "provoked" load may contain highly relevant information, which better correlates with hypertensive LV remodeling 16 or advanced cardiomyopathy with systolic dysfunction. 12 Assessments during the Valsalva maneuver, which minimizes wave reflections, may also be informative. We feel that physiological provocation maneuvers should be used more widely in human arterial research. Similarly, the development of tools to assess arterial load in ambulatory settings would be highly desirable.
Interactions Among the Arteries, the Ventricle, and the Myocardium
Although indices of LV afterload are useful because they are meant to be purely reflective of arterial properties, 9 arterial load should always be interpreted by considering interactions between arteries and the LV as a pump 9, 17 and also among myocardial elements, instantaneous LV geometry, and the time-varying load imposed by the arterial tree. Although indices of arterial load reflect the hydraulic load that the heart must overcome as a pump, they do not fully represent actual time-varying mechanical load (stress) experienced by contractile elements in the myocardium (myocardial afterload), which, in turn, generate the ventricular pump function. It should be noted that wall stress is the primary determinant of myocardial oxygen consumption and a key stimulus for myocardial hypertrophy and fibrosis. Wall stress not only depends on arterial properties but is profoundly affected by instantaneous LV geometry. Under normal conditions, a highly coordinated sequence of events during myocardial activation optimizes the coupling among force generation, myofiber shortening, modifications of LV geometry, endocardial excursion, cavity pressure generation, and induction of pulsatile flow toward the proximal aorta and the systemic circulation. Although TAC is undoubtedly an important index of arterial function, distal arterial segments do not directly affect early systolic pulsatile ventricular load, because conduction delays occur in the arterial system. During this transit delay, pulsatile load is governed by the properties of the proximal aorta. It is interesting that most of the central pressure rise (pulse pressure) is achieved during this early systolic period, at a time when only Ϸ25% of the stroke volume has been ejected. 18 During early ejection, active development of fiber cross-bridges occurs in the electrically activated myocardium, and peak myocardial stress occurs. 19 The hemodynamic consequences of wave reflections are highly dependent on their timing relative to the cardiac cycle. Although, on average, arrival of the reflected wave appears to occur in systole even in young adults, 20 with progressively shorter arrival times, progressively greater proportions of the reflected wave overlap with ventricular ejection, increasing LV afterload. 9 In addition, progressively smaller contributions from the reflected wave to diastolic coronary perfusion pressure occur. Although wave reflections have a predictable effect on pressure and flow as outlined in part 1 of this review, the additional afterload imposed by wave reflections may secondarily influence LV ejection during mid-to-late systole. 21 In the presence of normal LV systolic function, typical effects of the reflected wave on the aortic pressure waveform include a mid-to-late systolic shoulder, which determines an increase in peak (systolic) aortic pressure (and pulse pressure) and the area under the pressure curve during systole. 9 In the presence of LV systolic dysfunction, the load imposed by the reflected wave may be predominantly associated with a pronounced decrease and early cessation of flow 21 and shortening of the ejection period. 22 In contrast to early systole, when systolic pressure and "diastolic" geometry (thin wall and large cavity) occur, myocardial fiber shortening and ejection of blood determine a progressive change in LV geometry, which causes a decrease in myocardial stress (despite rising pressure) during mid-to-late systole, such that wall stress tends to reach its lowest ejection-phase value in end systole. 19 This sequence of events appears to be ideal for the myocardium to handle the additional load imposed by wave reflections and may be compromised in ventricles with depressed ejection fraction. Increased mid-to-late systolic load may be particularly deleterious to the myocardium when contractility is impaired, because force-velocity relationships demonstrate that load and contractility have independent effects on myocardial shortening. Therefore, it is possible that impaired myocardialarterial coupling occurs in the presence of even mild degrees of systolic dysfunction, and wave reflections may play a role in the progression of systolic myocardial dysfunction, which should be addressed in future studies. Future research should also address how various components of arterial load relate to time-varying myocardial stress in various disease states.
It should be noted that reflected waves may have important influences on the myocardium even in the presence of preserved LV pump function and ejection fraction. Although absolute myocardial stress is normally lower in late systole, the myocardium may be particularly vulnerable to late systolic load (as opposed to early systolic load), which may be because of intrinsic differences in cellular processes between early and late ejection. This may explain the closer association between late systolic load and ventricular hypertrophy 16 and abnormal diastolic relaxation 23 demonstrated experimentally and supported by human studies. More studies are needed to assess the roles of early and late systolic ventricular and myocardial afterload on diastolic relaxation, myocardial oxygen supply/demand, and myocardial remodeling and fibrosis. These studies may improve our understanding of hypertensive heart disease, heart failure with preserved ejection fraction and with decreased ejection fraction, valvular heart disease, and the syndrome of coronary ischemia with normal coronary angiograms. For a more extensive discussion of the consequences of afterload for the failing and nonfailing heart, the reader is referred to previous publications. 9, 21 
Perspectives
The vast amount of hemodynamic knowledge accumulated over the last several decades can (and should) now be directly applied in clinical research using state-of-the-art noninvasive techniques. More observational and interventional studies are needed to characterize specific abnormalities in LV afterload and their role in disease, the effect of available therapeutic interventions on central hemodynamics, and the role of specific abnormalities as predictors of response to therapy. More studies assessing the transduction of biomechanical signals into biological phenomena (eg, myocardial hypertrophy, fibrosis, and dysfunction at the cellular level) are also needed. Population studies should continue to assess normal and abnormal aging and its role on cardiovascular risk. Novel genomic and proteomic approaches may yield valuable insights in this regard, if combined with careful phenotyping. It should be recognized that abnormalities in arterial hemodynamic function likely play a mechanistic role in cardiovascular disease independent of atherosclerosis 24 and, therefore, may constitute a parallel, direct mechanism of risk and an opportunity for therapeutic interventions.
Despite available methods derived from careful hemodynamic research, it is clear that neither of the commonly used conceptual models fully explain central hemodynamics in all individuals. Current methods to assess wave reflections may be too simplistic and may have the potential to overestimate the importance of wave reflections as determinants of LV afterload. On the other hand, lumped models totally neglect wave reflections, which is an aberration of a physical reality. There continues to be a need to reconcile various paradigms. Recent work by Parker and colleagues 2,5 constitutes a step in this direction, although more complex modeling and a sound mathematical framework might be required to properly reconcile "slow" phenomena related to the aortic buffer and "fast" phenomena related to the superimposed propagation and reflection of longitudinal waves. Given the complexity of arterial hemodynamics, an optimal compromise between precision and simplicity should be found to provide meaningful and unequivocal information that yet can be readily implemented in clinical research and personalized approaches to the evaluation and treatment of cardiovascular disease.
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